Computer Science Lecture Theatres

- **BSc Computer Science**
- **BSc Data Science and Analytics**
- **BA Psychology and Computing**
- **BA Digital Humanities and Information Technology**
Dedicated Computer Science Labs

PC Labs

- BSc Computer Science
- BSc Data Science and Analytics
- BA Psychology and Computing
- BA Digital Humanities and Information Technology

Up to date hardware and software
Dedicated Computer Science Labs

MAC Labs

- BSc Computer Science
- BSc Data Science and Analytics
- BA Psychology and Computing
- BA Digital Humanities and Information Technology

Up to date hardware and software
Computer Science dedicated labs

VIRTUAL REALITY LAB

- BSc Computer Science
- BSc Data Science and Analytics
- BA Psychology and Computing
- BA Digital Humanities and Information Technology
Final year project open day

- BSc Computer Science
- BSc Data Science and Analytics
- BA Psychology and Computing
- BA Digital Humanities and Information Technology
Computer Science dedicated labs

AUDIO STUDIO AND EDITING SUITE

• BSc Computer Science
• BSc Data Science and Analytics
• BA Psychology and Computing
• BA Digital Humanities and Information Technology
Facilities in Western Gateway Building
WGB 5 MINUTES FROM MARDYKE ARENA

- BSc Computer Science
- BSc Data Science and Analytics
- BA Psychology and Computing
- BA Digital Humanities and Information Technology
5 MINUTES FROM MAIN CAMPUS

- BSc Computer Science
- BSc Data Science and Analytics
- BA Psychology and Computing
- BA Digital Humanities and Information Technology
Opportunities to meet potential employers
It could be you